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Executive Summary
The Town of Sidney Downtown / Downtown Waterfront Local Area Plan (LAP) was initiated by Council
in August 2007 in order to establish a development framework plan to direct and guide the future
growth and evolution of downtown Sidney over the next five to ten years. Considered a “Blueprint for
a Complete Community”, the LAP establishes goals and policies that will be utilized by planning staff,
the development community and Council when assessing major development proposals and
municipal capital improvement projects within the study area. Through the process of developing the
LAP, several key goals were established:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Facilitate the development of Sidney’s downtown / downtown waterfront areas as a
vibrant and sustainable community where people can live, work and play;
Promote an improved urban form by applying the principles of exceptional urban
design, providing enhanced building frontages, integrated streets, squares and parks
and establishing intensive day and night time uses;
Strengthen and diversify the local economy through the support of local business;
Encourage the provision of appropriate community and cultural facilities to enhance
the character and diversity of the downtown;
Provide high quality civic spaces within the downtown and establish enhanced
linkages to the waterfront; and
Ensure that buildings are appropriately scaled according to their setting and combined
with a proper network of streets, squares and civic spaces that enhance the downtown.

The Downtown / Downtown Waterfront Local Area Plan is broken up into four main sections: Land Use
Policies; Movement Policies; Built Form Policies and Development Opportunity Sites.
The plan is an integral component of the Town’s Official Community Plan and subsequently strives to
provide direction and support to the development of a future downtown that has been endorsed by
the community. In many respects the LAP represents a new benchmark for public consultation and
the establishment of a plan that focuses on high quality development, environmentally sustainable
practices and sound planning principles.
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1.0 Introduction
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1.1 Background to the LAP
In May 2007 the Town of Sidney adopted Official
Community Plan Bylaw 1920.
A fundamental
conclusion resulting from this planning process was the
need to develop a more detailed design and land use
framework for the downtown and downtown
waterfront areas. The following key policy statement
was included under Section 6 of the OCP:
In order to maintain and enhance the existing
qualities and physical attributes of the
Downtown and to appropriately plan for
future development proposals, the Town will
develop and adopt a Local Area Plan, with
particular focus on Beacon Avenue and
intersecting side streets.
Involving a
coordinated public process, the vibrancy of
the downtown shall be enhanced through a
sensitively developed plan of streetscape
enhancements, public space improvements
and detailed architectural guidelines.

The Beacon-Pat Bay entrance sign in Sidney
photo by Mel Falk

6.3.5

Official Community Plan Bylaw 1920.

With the adoption of the OCP along with a
renewed interest by developers and land
speculators for major redevelopment
opportunities in the downtown/waterfront
areas, Council felt the timing was appropriate
to undertake a pro-active approach to
developing a blueprint plan for guiding future
development. Shortly thereafter, the process
was initiated for developing Sidney’s first
Downtown / Downtown Waterfront Local Area
Plan.
2

Fourth Street & Beacon Avenue, looking east
photo by Town Staff

1.2 Public Involvement
For the Town to be truly successful in developing a blueprint plan for the downtown area,
a high level of public and stakeholder consultation would be essential. Subsequently, the
first order of business for Council was to establish a Committee made up of leaders within
the community with a proven track record of community involvement. This resulted in the
formation of an LAP Steering Committee whose role was critical to ensure that the LAP
process was conducted on schedule and the process was inclusive and transparent.

1.2.2 Community Involvement

Attendees at the Public Open House
photo by Town Staff

Public Open House:
Held at the SHOAL Centre on November 14th, 2007, to launch the LAP process. The
concept, content and scope of an LAP was presented to the community and participants
were afforded an opportunity to provide initial feedback on the study area through a
questionnaire. This information established a useful reference for the Steering
Committee in planning further consultation processes.

Participants of the Design Workshop
photo by Town Staff

1.2.1 Local Area Plan (LAP) Steering Committee

Downtown Urban Design Workshop:
Conducted at the Mary Winspear Community Centre on February 26th, 2008. This
event provided an opportunity for the invited stakeholders to give their input
regarding the future of the study area through a series of focus-group discussions
and urban design exercises. The 85 participants consisted of a balanced
distribution of residents (including seniors and youth), business owners, property
owners, representatives from First Nations and various service clubs. This
workshop provided a strong insight into the community’s vision for the
downtown and downtown waterfront areas. The Town’s consultants, Hotson
Bakker Boniface Haden, who were selected by the LAP Steering Committee to
assist with the consultation process, provided a concise summary of the
workshop’s findings.

3

1.2 Public Involvement
LAP Design Charrette:
Held at the Mary Winspear Community Centre on April 30th, 2008. A charrette is a term
used to describe an intensive planning and design session, bringing together
stakeholders to address a broad design challenge through interdisciplinary efforts and
creative collaboration. A total of 35 people participated in the all-day event with the
Town’s consultants, Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden, facilitating. Following the charrette,
a report was prepared to present a summary of the preliminary design ideas generated
through the exercise. The results of the charrette process were not intended to represent
final design solutions for the downtown area, but were meant to be used to inform and
provide a foundation for the
development of the draft
LAP.

Participants of the design charrette
photo by Town Staff
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photo by Town Staff

Participants of the design charrette

Presentation of Draft LAP :
After Council’s initial review on August 11th, 2008, the Steering Committee was directed to
organize a Public Open House to present the draft plan to the public. An open house was
held on September 3rd, 2008 at the Shoal Centre and was attended by approximately 95
people. In addition, a display of the draft LAP plan was set up at Sidney Town Hall from August
18th to 29th. Public comments were received up to September 5th, 2008.

Public Hearing:
Following two readings by Council of Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 1945
on September 29nd, 2008, and in accordance with Section 890 of the Local Government Act,
a formal Public Hearing was held at the Town of Sidney Council Chambers on October 15th,
2008. The hearing provided a further opportunity for the public to present any issues,
concerns or comments regarding the LAP.

1.3 The Vision
1.3.2 Goals of the LAP

1.3.1 The Vision Statement:
“The Town of Sidney will strive to achieve a dynamic,
vital and economically successful downtown that
retains its strong sense of community and meets the
changing needs of residents and visitors alike.”

i.

Facilitate the development of Sidney’s downtown/ downtown
waterfront area as a vibrant and sustainable community where
people can live, work and play.

ii.

Promote an improved urban form by applying the principles of
exceptional urban design, providing enhanced building frontages,
integrated streets, squares and parks and establishing intensive day
and night time uses.

iii.

Strengthen and diversify the local economy through the support of
local businesses.

iv.

Encourage the provision of appropriate community and cultural
facilities to enhance the character and diversity of the downtown.

v.

Provide high quality civic spaces within the downtown and establish
enhanced linkages to the waterfront.

vi.

Ensure that buildings are appropriately scaled, according to their
setting and combined with a proper network of streets, squares, and
civic spaces that enhance the downtown.

Bevan Fishing Pier
photo by Mel Falk
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1.4 The LAP Document Structure
Section 1: Introduction
Describes the process leading up to the formation of the LAP, including its introduction through the new Official
Community Plan and the establishment of an intensive public consultation process. Also included in this section is a
description of the plan’s vision and goals.

Section 2: Context
Provides an overview of the study area of the LAP, including its role and context in not only Sidney, but also the
Saanich Peninsula and the region. It provides a historical overview of the development of the downtown and
waterfront areas in addition to providing a summary analysis of current housing, demographic and economic
development trends.

Section 3: Land Use and Density
Outlines the desired land uses within the study area as well as formulating a strong rationale for increased residential
densities within the downtown.

Section 4: Movement and Circulation
Examines the existing street and pedestrian system and sets out a series of recommendations to facilitate the efficient
movement of people and vehicles to support the aims of the Land-Use and Built Form concepts set out in this Plan.

Section 5: Built Form and Urban Design
Guides the development of buildings and public space with the intent of ensuring that new development is kept to
a human scale and preserves and enhances the vibrancy and high quality of Sidney’s downtown and downtown
waterfront.

3
2
1

Section 6: Development Opportunity Sites

4
5

Introduces five development opportunity sites within the study area. These sites were identified due to the unique
future development opportunities associated with them.

Section 7: Implementation

6

Sets out the tools and methods that will be used to achieve the policy aims set out in the Plan. It is important to note
that certain of the findings and recommendations may be implemented in the near term, while other policies, such as
those dealing with major redevelopment proposals, will be applied when proposals are submitted and as
opportunities arise.

2.0 Context
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2.1 Location and Size
The Saanich Penninsula

The study area is centrally located within the Town boundaries on the east side of Highway 17,
which runs through Sidney in a north-south direction. It is level in grade and is approximately .35
square kilometres in area, representing 7% of the Town’s total area of 5 square kilometres. The study
area is anchored by Beacon Avenue, the Town’s main street, which accommodates a compact built
form and a diversity of commercial businesses. Beacon Avenue runs east-west and connects
Highway 17 with the waterfront.

The eastern boundary of the area is defined by the waterfront, and the western boundary by
Highway 17. To the north, a multi-family residential neighbourhood of condominiums and
townhouses surrounds the downtown. To the south, mixed use commercial/multi-family residential
development defines its edge. Further to the south is a traditional single-family residential
neighbourhood known as the Orchard neighbourhood, reminiscent of original residential
development in Sidney.

Downtown Sidney / The LAP study area
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The Town of Sidney

2.2 Historical Development

Bird’s eye view of Sidney, circa 1948
photo courtesy of Sidney Archives

Sidney was incorporated as a town site in 1891 and by the end of
1892, there was a general store, a boat building shop, a post office and
a hotel. Around the same time, a lumber mill was constructed where
the Landmark building currently is located. Streets were surveyed and
constructed in a grid pattern, and commercial businesses clustered at
the centre of town. In 1895, the first Victoria-Sidney railway line was
opened to accommodate transport for goods and passengers. The
station was located in the vicinity of what is now First Street and
Bevan Avenue. Railways were integral to the trade and industries that
followed in Sidney’s downtown, including a roofing factory and a
canning plant for fruit & fish from Sidney’s orchards and fishermen.
The waterfront was used for industrial and transportation activities,
with ships providing passenger transport from Sidney to points north
on Vancouver Island as early as the 1890s and to the mainland in the
early 1900s.

Today, Sidney is a vibrant seaside
community. Early homesteads and
industrial uses along Beacon Avenue,
including the lumber mill and the
canning plant, have been replaced
with new commercial and residential
development and an industrial centre
has been established on the west side
of Highway 17, freeing up the
waterfront and downtown to be
enjoyed by its residents and
visitors.

Cars lining up for the ferry on Beacon Wharf, circa 1953
photo courtesy of Sidney Archives
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2.3 Existing Development Context
Dwellings and Population
There are approximately 360 residential dwellings in the downtown area. As the
2006 Census found that households in Sidney have an average of 2 people, the
estimated population of the downtown is 720. The Official Community Plan allows
a maximum residential density of 85 residential units per hectare in the
downtown, which translates to approximately 1,881 units with a total of 3,762
residents (based on 2 people per household). This population has not yet been
realized due to minimal new residential development in the downtown core.
There is a clear potential for increased residential density in the downtown to
support the economic core and create a more active downtown environment.
Further, increased density is supported by the designation of Sidney’s downtown
core as a Major Centre in the Capital Regional District’s Regional Growth
Strategy.

Existing residential densities in the study area

Sidney’s population demographic shows a large number of residents over the age of 50 and relatively few residents between the ages of 20-29. As the
economic vitality of the downtown depends on having a sufficient employee base to operate businesses, there is a strong argument for attracting a
more mixed demographic. The imbalance in population highlights a need for more attainable housing as a possible first step in encouraging a more
balanced community.

Business and Employment
The downtown serves as the economic centre for Sidney as well as the surrounding
municipalities of Central and North Saanich. A mix of commercial businesses,
professional offices and service industries caters to residents and tourists. Sidney’s
downtown is known for its local merchants and small businesses providing a wide
variety of goods.
Businesses along Beacon Avenue are mostly retail, restaurants/cafes, or
service-oriented. There is approximately 104,800 m2 (1,128,000 sqft.) of commercial
space in the downtown, of which approximately 40% fronts directly onto Beacon
Avenue. Of the commercial space, approximately 13% is office space, the remainder
being retail, restaurant or other types of commercial space.
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Outdoor cafe seating along Beacon Avenue
photo by Mel Falk

2.3 Existing Development Context
Waterfront
The waterfront area is developed with a mix of commercial, residential and tourist
commercial uses. Two of the four hotels in downtown Sidney are located in this area.
Beacon Park, Eastview Park, the waterfront walkway, Bevan Pier and Beacon Wharf provide
public open space at the waterfront.
Beacon Park was expanded at the time of development of the Pier Hotel and is intended
to be a major focal point for Sidney as it integrates the beauty of the waterfront with
community activities. It will be the home of a new pavilion structure in 2009 which will
be an attraction for a variety of community and cultural events. The waterfront walkway
extends along the entire length of the downtown waterfront, providing connections to
other neighbourhoods to the north and south. Beacon Wharf is occupied by a fish
market, small bistro and the terminal for the Sidney Island Ferry. Bevan Pier is a popular
destination for walking and fishing.

Port Sidney Marina
photo by Mel Falk

There are two beaches with stairs allowing access down
from the waterfront walkway. One of these beaches is
known locally as Glass Beach due to the amount of
round-edged “beach glass” that washes up.
Port Sidney Marina, built in the late 1980’s, is located on
the north side of the downtown waterfront area, and
provides approximately 350 slips for permanent and
transient moorage.
Glass Beach (in the foreground), The Cannery Building and The Pier Hotel
photo by Mel Falk
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2.3 Existing Development Context
Civic and Cultural Spaces
Civic uses are clustered in the centre of the downtown, one block
north of Beacon Avenue, where the Town Hall, RCMP station, Fire Hall
and Courthouse are all located. Indoor cultural facilities are based in
the Mary Winspear Community Centre which provides meeting
rooms, convention facilities and the 310 seat multi-purpose Charlie
White Theatre. Annual Remembrance Day ceremonies are held at the
cenotaph in front of the Town Hall and parades are conducted along
Beacon Avenue to celebrate Canada Day and holiday festivities.
Local history is showcased at the Sidney Historical Museum, where
permanent and rotating displays highlight various aspects of life in
this area. The Ocean Discovery Centre, opening in 2009, will be an
interpretive and educational facility focusing on marine life in the
surrounding ocean. The Sidney Information Centre, located in the
original customs house , is home to the Sidney Business Association
and the Community Development Office, providing information to
residents and visitors.

Public Open Space and Green Space

Activity along the waterfront walkway
photo by Mel Falk

Beacon Park, Eastview Park and Bevan Park provide accessible green space in
the study area. Apart from these, public open space occurs along sidewalks
and the waterfront walkway.
Landscape elements such as feature hanging baskets and planter beds and
boxes contribute to a positive downtown experience. As the study area is
almost entirely built out, the majority of trees in the study area are located on
municipal boulevards and were planted as street trees.
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The Mary Winspear Centre in Sidney
photo by Mel Falk

2.4 Urban Design Context
The following points provide an overview of the existing urban design and built form context in
downtown Sidney:
•

The study area is compact and has a flat topography, resulting in a strong pedestrian-friendly
orientation.

•

The street network runs primarily on a grid system, with Beacon Avenue functioning as the
main east-west street between Highway 17 and the waterfront.

•

Surface parking lots often provide informal through-block connections from and between
streets.

•

The study area is largely built out with very few vacant lots and most new development is
considered urban infill.

•

Beacon Avenue is well defined by minimal building setbacks in particular east of Fifth Street,
with increased setbacks to the west.

•

The significant demographic of senior citizens requires emphasis on accessibility.

•

Street furniture in the downtown does not currently conform to a single theme and in some
locations is sited in a manner that makes maneuvering a challenge, especially for residents
with mobility issues.

•

Buildings fronting Beacon Avenue, in particular east of Fifth Street, create a positive sense of
enclosure and an enhanced streetscape continuity.

•

Buildings in the study area that have reached their life expectancy present an opportunity
for infill redevelopment.

•

Several buildings have blank facades facing the street which do not contribute to street
activity.

•

Ocean viewscapes from along the waterfront and inland are significant and are an integral
component of Sidney’s identity.

Sunrise over Beacon Avenue
photo by Mel Falk
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3.0 Land Use

This strategy has been developed taking into account the position of the Town of Sidney as the economic center
of the Saanich Peninsula. It acknowledges existing land use patterns in the downtown as well as key planning and
sustainable development principles such as:
• enhancing the pedestrian experience;
• increasing residential densities;
• reducing automobile reliance; and
• the efficient utilization of existing infrastructure.

15

3.1 Existing Land Use
The major existing land uses in the downtown area
include commercial, residential and public / institutional.
While there is currently a strong orientation in both the
current OCP and Zoning bylaws towards the
encouragement of mixed-use commercial / residential,
that objective has not been fully realized. In this plan, the
Town is setting out guidelines to encourage a significant
residential downtown core.

3.1.1 Official Community Plan Bylaw 1920
The following provides an overview of existing land use
designations within the study area which were adopted
in Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 1920 in May 2007:

OCP Bylaw 1920 designation map

Commercial:
The predominant land use designation within the LAP study area is Downtown Commercial (COM-1), the general intent of which is to ensure a vibrant
mixed-use community. A fundamental goal of the Official Community Plan is to develop the downtown as a place of intense activity and strong
pedestrian orientation through the establishment of higher residential
densities. For reference purposes, detailed policy statements regarding
land use can be found within the Downtown Commercial Lands (Section 6)
of the Official Community Plan.

Institutional:
The other major OCP land use identified within the study area is
Institutional, which encompasses three sites:
1.
2.
3.
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Retail in Sidney on Beacon Avenue
photo by Town Staff

The Mary Winspear Community Centre;
The Firehall; and
The Town Hall precinct, including the RCMP detachment and
Beacon Community Services

3.1 Existing Land Use
Parks:
The OCP recognizes three parks within the downtown area:
1.

2.

3.

Bevan Park, located on the south side of Beacon Avenue at the entrance to
downtown Sidney. It is approximately 0.28 hectares (0.69 acres) in size and
accommodates the Sidney Information Centre.
Beacon Park is situated at the eastern terminus of Beacon Avenue, between
the Pier Hotel and the waterfront. This 0.34 hectare (0.85 acres) park was
recently redeveloped and expanded in conjunction with the Pier Hotel
development. To reinforce the parks’ role as a central meeting and gathering
place and as a focal point on the waterfront, a new multi-use pavilion structure
provides a central attraction in the park.
Eastview Park is located at the end of Bevan Avenue on the southern boundary
of the study area. This linear waterfront park was recently redeveloped and is
approximately 0.22 hectares (0.54 acres) in size.

Zoning Bylaw 1660 designation map

3.1.2 Zoning Bylaw 1660

Beacon Park and the Fish Market
photo by Town Staff

Zoning Bylaw 1660 largely reflects the Official
Community Plan land use designations for the
downtown area. Current zoning supports mixed-use
developments by permitting residential dwellings above
ground floor commercial uses. The predominant
downtown zoning designations are Core Commercial (C)
and Commercial / Residential (C1) which permit
residential densities between 70 and 85 units per
hectare. In addition to the C and C1 zones are several site
specific Comprehensive Development (CD) zones that
are scattered throughout the downtown and along the
waterfront areas. CD zones allow for more unique
development projects outside the parameters of existing
land use designations. Notable CD zones include the Pier
Hotel development, Cannery Row development, Seaport
Place property and Port Sidney Marina site.
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3.2 Land Use & Density Goals
3.2.1

Promote a sustainable mix of retail, commercial, parks, community, institutional and residential uses.

3.2.2

Intensify development in key areas in order to generate a critical mass of development to promote a sustainable and lively downtown.

3.2.3

Encourage mixed use development that provides a range of services and facilities that promote an active day and night time environment.

3.2.4

Integrate waterfront uses that will connect the waterfront to the downtown.

3.2.5

Concentrate densities in the downtown in a sustainable manner in close proximity to services.

3.2.6

Establish a range of residential uses to ensure diversity of choice and to bring people and activity to the area.

Land Use Map

Legend
mixed-use
residential
commercial
institutional

built after
2003, or has
historical value
public plaza/
courtyard
pedestrian
pathway
trees &
landscaping
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Land use illustrative concept plan

marine-oriented
use

3.3 Mixed Land Use Policies
Mixed Use
Mixed use is a key component of many current development trends,
including Transit Oriented Development (TOD), Traditional
Neighbourhood Development (TND), Liveable Communities and Smart
Growth principles. Mixed use developments positively impact
downtowns by establishing urban vitality, social interaction and a
pedestrian street life.

Mixed-use development in Sidney at Resthaven Dr. & James White Blvd.
photo by Town Staff

In order to achieve a mixed-use downtown, the following policies are
identified:

Mixed-use development in Sidney at Fifth St. & James White Blvd.
photo by Town Staff

3.3.1

Accommodate mixed-use development with commercial or
retail spaces on the ground floor and residential units above.
The introduction of new residential uses downtown will enable
more people to live and work closer to amenities of the
commercial core, bolstering the local economy and adding a
stronger sense of vibrancy. (See 3.4 & 3.5)

3.3.2

Design mixed-use development to create a special community
identity and a focal point for a variety of community and
neighbourhood functions.

3.3.3

Establish residential as a prominent land use within the study
area.

3.3.4

Encourage retail and service commercial at street level.
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3.4 Residential Land Use Policies
Residential Use

Mixed-use development in Sidney on Second Ave.
photo by Town Staff

A local residential population is necessary for a dynamic, economically strong
and vibrant downtown. It provides a positive effect on the retail climate, local
public transit systems and quality of life. A densely inhabited town center
creates an exciting place to live and promotes a positive pedestrian
atmosphere allowing residents to enjoy the convenient availability of
community services, retail goods, cultural activities and nearby
employment.
The plan envisions the creation of an innovative form of lane-oriented
housing within the centre of downtown blocks. These units would front onto
an internal green court and provide ground floor work spaces with residential
uses above. Shared courts would be designed so that vehicles are treated as
occasional visitors into a space that gives priority to pedestrians and
community activities.

The residential land use policies are as follows:
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Through-block connections with retail in San Louis Ibispo, CA
photo by Mel Satok

3.4.1

Promote the development of a range of housing
options to meet the needs of all income levels,
which include shared court/lane housing,
live/work, rental and flex housing.

3.4.2

Promote the downtown as a place for families
with children through the development of a
children’s park and support programs for families.

3.4.3

Encourage the development of centralized
parking locations for residents, parking contracts
for residential developments, and shared parking
programs.

3.4 Residential Density Policies
Residential Density
The establishment of increased residential development within the
downtown is critical to enhancing its vitality. The benefits of increased
density include: positive interaction and diversity, increased access to
community services, potential for attainable housing, more efficient use of
infrastructure, reduced car travel and parking demand and reduced urban
sprawl.

Lane housing in London, U.K.
Photo by Rabichan (Flickr)

Currently the Official Community Plan permits a downtown residential
density of 85 units per hectare, or up to 120 units through the negotiation
of a bonus density (i.e. development agreement). This permitted density is
not sufficient as it encourages the development of a single predominant
form of housing – large units ranging in size between 1200 and 1600
square feet. Subsequently, the following policy is aimed at significantly
increasing the allowable residential density to promote smaller, more
attainable housing options.

Residential Density in Fort Worth, TX
photo from dfwi.org

3.4.4

Permit increased residential densities from a maximum of 120 units per hectare to a maximum
of 260 units per hectare when one or more of the following amenities are provided:
i.
Land for publicly accessible open space and/or pedestrian routes (i.e. Town Square, plazas,
courtyards, greenways, etc.), either through dedication, easement or covenant;
ii.
Improvements to publicly accessible open space and/or pedestrian routes;
iii.
Public parking either underground or within a multi-level structure;
iv.
All-day employee parking;
v.
Off-site street or local park improvements;
vi.
Attainable housing; and
vii.
Public art

3.4.5

Notwithstanding Section 3.4.4, residential density is permitted to increase to a maximum of 336
units per hectare on the properties known as Lots 13 and 15 and a portion of Lot A (DD
ED41183), Block 2, Section 11, Range 4 East, North Saanich District, Plan 381 (9818 and 9830
Fourth Street and a portion of 9819 Fifth Street), in exchange for the amenity of Attainable
Housing, as secured by the registration of a Housing Agreement on the title of the lands. 21

3.5 Commercial Land Use Policies
Commercial Uses
Vibrant downtowns provide a range and variety of retail and service commercial uses.
The introduction of a significant amount of new mixed residential and office space,
will result in a daytime employee and evening resident population that will support
and use retail services.
Retail land use policies are as follows:

Retail in downtown Sidney
photo by Town Staff

3.5.1

Require retail-only on ground floor street frontages, in particular along
Beacon Avenue.

3.5.2

Retain and encourage small businesses such as bookstores, art galleries and
other local family owned businesses that lend an eclectic quality to the retail
experience.

3.5.3

Encourage smaller-scale and compact commercial development. Discourage
big-box or large format retail.

Downtown offices create employment and add vitality in terms of utilizing the retail
and service commercial sector. Currently, Sidney has a relatively small office component
with approximately 145,180 square feet of office space (about 13% of entire
commercial space in the LAP study area) predominantly located along Bevan Avenue,
generating increased foot traffic during the daytime, while supporting both residential
and retail activity.
Key office use policies are:
3.5.4

Plan for sufficient and varied choices in the location, size and format of new office
space within the downtown.

3.5.5

Encourage construction of new office space above retail commercial uses.
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Retail and office space in Sidney, at Fifth St. & Bevan Ave
photo by Town Staffh

Office Uses

3.6 Institutional Land Use Policies
Community / Institutional Uses

3.6.1

Promote mixed-use commercial development
with opportunities to accommodate various
forms of attainable housing on the vacant lands
south of the Mary Winspear Community Centre.

3.6.2

Encourage the development of a new Town Hall
with a Town Square which would provide an
inland venue for community gathering and
festivities, possibly in the block bounded by
Fourth, Third, Beacon and Sidney Avenue with
frontage on Beacon Avenue for the Square.
Consider a 3-P (Public Private Partnership),
whereby the existing Town Hall site could be
redeveloped for residential uses with
construction of a new Town Hall as a component
of the partnership agreement.

3.6.3

Investigate the possibility to relocate the Fire
Hall / Emergency Services to a site outside or on
the periphery of the downtown, such as in the
vicinity of the Public Works Yard or the west side
of Sidney.

A Town Square and Municipal Hall concept for Sidney
Sketch provided by HBBH

Institutional land use policies are:

Refer to
Section 6.3
for more
details

The RCMP station in Sidney
Photo by Town Staff

Institutional and community uses support local
residents and provide key elements of an urban
structure that help establish a strong sense of
community and identity. The Municipal Hall, Mary
Winspear Community Centre, RCMP detachment,
Beacon Community Services are all critical elements of
the area.

Town Square
concept sketch
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3.7 Waterfront Land Use Policies
Waterfront Uses
Sidney by the Sea is the defining quality of Sidney and maritime influences should
characterize the uses along the waterfront. The waterfront presents an exciting
opportunity to develop Sidney as a dynamic and diverse maritime destination. A key
opportunity for defining Sidney’s connection to the water and maritime influences will
be the Ocean Discovery Centre overlooking Beacon Park.

Waterfront
Concept
Map

To attain this goal, the following policies have been developed:
Transition the waterfront area from passive public park space in the south;
community gathering and celebration spaces at the foot of Beacon; to a mixed
maritime village and potential marina expansion in the north. Connect all of
these areas via a public waterfront walkway.

3.7.2

Establish uses and activities that reflect and enhance the unique character of
the waterfront and foster the community's relationship with the shoreline.

3.7.3

Ensure a diversity of open spaces and public access to the waterfront.

3.7.4

Encourage a marina expansion, possibly incorporating a public pier to provide
access onto the water, boating services, and day-use moorage for the boating
public.

3.7.5

Provide public facilities (e.g. restrooms, telephones, drinking fountains, bicycle
racks) in open spaces and public access areas.

3.7.6

Provide services to visitors by allowing appropriate accessory commercial
activities (e.g. food and beverage stands or carts, bike, skate or kayak rentals).

3.7.7

Provide adequate and appropriate public parking, preferably underground, in
the vicinity of the waterfront.
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Refer to Sections
6.4 & 6.5 for
greater detail of
specific sites

Port Sidney Marina
photo by Mel Falk

3.7.1

4.0 Movement

The effective movement of people is critical to a successful downtown. Providing a downtown transportation
network that accommodates pedestrians, cyclists, public transportation and vehicles is a key element to a healthy
and well functioning community.
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4.1 Current Circulation
Compact in size, Sidney’s downtown consists of a grid pattern street network that focuses on
Beacon Avenue as the central spine between Highway 17 and the waterfront. Considered Sidney’s
“high” street, Beacon Avenue evolves from being vehicular oriented, between the highway and
Fifth Street, to a much stronger pedestrian orientation, between Fifth and the waterfront. This
pedestrian focus is in large part due to a concerted effort, over the last 10 years, on downtown
revitalization. During this period, the section of Beacon Avenue between Fifth and Second Street
was made one-way which subsequently led to the establishment of wider sidewalks for
pedestrians, outdoor cafés, the accommodation of street furniture and the planting of urban street
trees.
In addition to Beacon Avenue, other major east-west connectors through the downtown are James
White Boulevard / Sidney Avenue to the north of Beacon and Bevan Avenue to the south. With the
implementation of the one-way system along Beacon Avenue, these streets have become more
prominently used vehicle routes.
While Beacon Avenue is the main entrance from Highway 17, another key vehicular linkage is via
Fifth Street which runs north-south. To the south, Fifth Street connects to Lochside Drive which
ultimately connects to Highway 17.

BC Transit provides bus service to Sidney with connections to Victoria, Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal,
Victoria International Airport as well as the communities of Central and North Saanich. Main transit
nodes are located at Fifth Street and Beacon Avenue as well as James White Boulevard and Fifth
Street.
The majority of vehicle parking within the study area is provided on-street and at no cost, however
there are parking time restrictions in specific areas. In addition to on-street parking, there are four
Town-owned surface parking lots that provide free parking. Further, there are a number of private
surface parking lots that are accessible to the public for a small fee.
Some of the more prominent surface parking lots that serve major commercial or institutional uses
include the Safeway site, Mary Winspear Community Centre and Seaport Place lands.
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Angle parking at the foot of Beacon Avenue
Photo by Town Staff

4.2 Movement Goals & Objectives
4.2.1

Encourage accessibility with emphasis on non-motorized transport such as walking and cycling.

4.2.2

Minimize potential hazards and conflicts between vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists and other forms of transport (i.e. electric scooters).

4.2.3

Establish an efficient circulation network that provides ease of access while maximizing the economic viability of local businesses.

4.2.4

Create streets that are ‘places for people’ and foster increased social interaction and a sense of community.

4.2.5

Encourage environmental sustainability through the promotion of walking, cycling and alternative modes of transport, including zero
emission vehicles and public transit.

4.2.6

Enhance wayfinding through the use of appropriate signage, landmarks and easy to follow routes.

Beacon Avenue, looking west
photo by Mel Falk
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4.3
4.2 Street
Street Network
Network Policies
& Vehicular Traﬃc
Progressive and sustainable
communities recognize that
setting a higher priority on safe
and efficient pedestrian linkages
over automobile access is key to
establishing and sustaining a
healthy and vibrant mixed use
downtown.
Sidney has an
exceptional base from which to
begin to further enhance a safe
and
efficient
pedestrian
environment that can be used as
a leading example for other
communities.

Street Hierarchy Map

Legend
Roadway
Highway
Primary Road
Secondary Road
Pedestrian-Priority
Street

Current Street Network
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Proposed Street Network

Reconnecting the southwest sector to the street grid

Key street network policies are:

Illustrative street hierarchy concept

4.3.1

Further enhance Beacon Avenue as Sidney’s downtown “high”
street, while maintaining Bevan Avenue and James White Boulevard/
Sidney Avenue as secondary access roads (refer to Street Hierarchy
Map).

4.3.2

Examine the potential to extend Seventh Street south to Oakville
Avenue and eventually to Ocean Avenue. This would remove the
Beacon-to-Bevan connector and provide a stronger linkage between
the Mary Winspear Community Centre and the downtown.

4.3.3

Ensure that commercial service access is designed in a manner to
mitigate conflict with through-traffic and to accommodate the shared
use of pedestrian laneways.

4.4 Pedestrian Network Policies
A central element of the LAP is the development of a series of pedestrian priority streets. These are
streets where the needs and comfort of the pedestrian and cyclist are given priority over the needs of
vehicles and emphasis is placed on ‘sense of place’ and social interaction. It is important to note that
vehicles are not entirely excluded; rather, they take a secondary role with pedestrian movement and
safety being assigned top priority.

Legend
sidewalk
pathway/
connection
public open
space

An equally important component of the LAP is the introduction of through-block connections. These
are pedestrian alleys that are located in the interior of blocks with buildings flanking either side.
These pedestrian linkages would run predominately east-west opening up to plazas or courtyards.

Pedestrian-priority street inNottingham, UK
Photo by Stephen Rees (Flickr)

potential pedestrian network concept

Pedestrian Network Map

Key policies are:

Pioneer Square, Seattle, WA
Photo by Joel Mann (Flickr)

4.4.1

Establish Beacon Avenue (i.e. between Seventh Street and First
Street), Seaport Place and Landmark Lane as pedestrian priority
streets (refer to Street Hierarchy Map in Section 4.3).

4.4.2

Provide sufficient pedestrian amenities, including public seating,
restrooms and widened sidewalks.

4.4.3

Enhance pedestrian priority streets by incorporating appropriate
traffic calming measures, including varied surface treatments,
strategically located landscape elements and crosswalks.

4.4.4

Establish additional mid-block crosswalks, where appropriate.
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4.4 Pedestrian Network Policies
Through-Block Connections

Brevard Court & Latta Arcade, Charlotte, NC
Photo by Payton Chung (Flickr)

4.4.5

Acquire land, where appropriate, from all new
developments through dedication or statutory
right-of-way for the establishment of throughblock pathways and connections.

4.4.6

Ensure, where possible, that through-block
connections remain accessible beyond business
hours.

4.4.7

Excecute the design of through-block connetions
with consideration to the integration of service
access lanes and the conflicts that may arise
between service vehicles, pedestrians and
bicycles.

4.4.8

4-Way Through-Block Connection concept

Ensure the design of through-block connections considers the
integration of laneway housing (see Land-Use: Residential Use) and the
conflicts that may occur between residential uses and through-block
connections.

Reducing obstructions along pathways
4.4.9

Require that utilities located on the sidewalk, or any other pathway, go
underground where economically practicable.

4.4.10 Distribute street furniture in an appropriate manner. Maintain a clear
pathway of at least 1.5 meters on sidewalks for pedestrian flow.
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XinTianDi, Shanghai
Photo by GreenArcher04 (Flickr)

4.4.11 Ensure all public spaces and accesses consider a wide and diverse range
of pedestrian types and their specialized needs.

4.5 Alternative Transportation
Bicycles
Providing a safe environment for cyclists is an important element to a
successful bicycle network. Sense of safety is an important factor when
considering new bicyclists who are unsure about sharing the road with
cars.
The following policies address bicycle-related issues in the study area:
Integrate and accommodate bicycle traffic with vehicular traffic.

4.5.2

Increase bicycle parking relative to demand.

4.5.3

Establish and promote a secure, centrally located bicycle parking
facility.

Micro-Transit

The Langford Trolley
photo by the City of Langford

Recently, some municipalities have introduced a micro-transport
system to support travel within the city and connecting to other areas.
In many cases, these systems are supported by corporate sponsors and
by donations from riders. Given the compact downtown and ageing
demographic, a similar system would be beneficial in Sidney.
Bike parking in Sidney, along Beacon Avenue
Photo by Town Staff

4.5.1

4.5.4

Examine the feasibility of establishing a form of fuel-efficient
micro-transit system to service Sidney’s downtown, waterfront
and surrounding area.

4.5.5

Ensure that the micro-transit system coordinates with major
attractions and parking nodes throughout the downtown and
surrounding area.
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4.6 Vehicular Parking
The downtown has an abundance of surface
parking on undeveloped lots and it is anticipated
that eventually urban infill development will, over
time, reduce the availability of surface parking.
However, as two of the central paradigms of the LAP
are
enhancing
the
downtown’s
pedestrian-orientation and increased residential
densities, an alternative focus and approach to
downtown parking is required.
This approach is realized through the following
policies:
4.6.1

Examine the potential to create single-side
reverse-angle parking on various side streets
(i.e. Second, Third and Fourth Streets).

4.6.2

Limit surface parking lots for all new developments.

4.6.3

Ensure that, if a surface parking lot is being considered, it is modest in size and
permitted only in the rear of a building and is intensively landscaped.

4.6.4

Incorporate commercial, residential or mixed-use development into the street
sides of above-grade parking structures to screen parking from the street.

4.6.5

Design parking structures giving strict consideration to CPTED principles.

4.6.6

Promote half-basement parking where appropriate (i.e. where the ground
floor of a parking structure is a ½ storey below grade yet still visible from the
street).

4.6.7

Review the Town’s Parking and Loading Bylaw to consider reducing parking
requirements for developments.
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Shielding parkades with other
buildings that front on the street
Sketch provided by HBBH

An example of half-basement parking
From the Taunton Deane Town Centre Area Action Plan

4.6 Vehicular Parking
4.6.8

Designate the following as opportunity areas for the creation
of new off-street public parking nodes:
i) the Memorial Park Society lands (south of the Mary
Winspear Community Centre);
ii) the Safeway block (framed by Beacon Ave, Fifth Street,
Bevan Avenue and Seventh Street);
iii) the block framed by Third Street, Fourth Street, Beacon
Avenue and Sidney Avenue (underground only); and
iv) the Seaport Place lands (underground only)

iii
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ii
i

Other Parking Options:
West Sidney Employee Parking
As a means to relieve parking pressure in downtown Sidney, there is
potential to coordinate an ‘employee park-n-ride’ in West Sidney (possibly
on Airport Land) in conjunction with a micro-transit system. The West
Sidney parking lot would be primarily for the use of downtown
employees. The Micro-transit system would travel through the
downtown connecting to the West Sidney parking lot to provide
employees free transport between their cars and their place of
employment. To achieve this goal, a key policy is:
4.6.9

Examine the feasibility of creating a park-n-ride parking lot in West
Sidney, in tandem with the implementation of a micro-transit
system.

Co-Op Vehicles
Mixed use residential developments would benefit from co-op vehicles in
which a shared, strata-owned vehicle would be signed-out for use, as illustrated in the following policy:

Potential parking nodes in downtown Sidney

Centralized Parking Nodes:

Parking-share program
There is potential for a system which coordinates private parking spaces
which are vacant during the day with the parking demands of downtown
employees. An administrative process may be required to properly
coordinate the times and financial aspects. This is reflected in the
following policy:
4.6.11 Examine the feasibility of introducing a parking share program
to coordinate downtown residents with available parking during
business hours and those seeking parking during the same hours.
4.6.12 Examine the feasibility of introducing a parking share program
for the coordination of downtown residents with available
parking during business hours and those seeking parking during
the same hours.

4.6.10 Encourage the introduction of co-op vehicles in new or existing
mixed use residential developments.
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4.7 Wayﬁnding

Wayfinding in Des Moines, IA
Photo by Matt Blackett

Wayfinding is a means to facilitate the manner in which people
find their way around town. It includes obvious methods, such as
signs, but also implies other concepts such as logical layout that
has direct routes to frequent destinations as well as the use of
landmarks to highlight locations and directions. Wayfinding is
important to Sidney, considering the importance of tourism to its
economy.

Concrete map wayfinding in Grand Rapids, MI
photo by Eridony (Flickr)

Key wayfinding policies are:
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4.7.1

Provide signage for key destinations, businesses offBeacon, restrooms and significant public spaces (also see
5.4.34-35)

4.7.2

Preserve existing and establish new landmarks, such as
buildings with interesting architecture, public art, public
spaces and view corridors to assist in wayfinding.

5.0 Built Form

A vibrant and active downtown is often the result of interesting, diverse building styles and a variety of public places
where people feel comfortable spending time. The Built Form section of the LAP addresses ways in which private
redevelopment and public improvements can contribute to Sidney’s downtown and waterfront areas. The scale and
design of buildings, design and layout of public spaces, street furniture, planting materials, lighting and other physical
characteristics will determine the quality of built form and public spaces and how well they create an attractive, safe
and welcoming environment.
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5.1 Existing Built Form
Sidney’s downtown is compact, flat and is characterized by
small block size, diverse building form and low building height.
Setbacks to the street are minimal with retail / commercial uses
occupying the ground floors of many buildings. Varied small
building frontages and compact block sizes support
pedestrian activity. West of Fifth Street is a more
vehicle-oriented area due to greater building setbacks and
large surface parking lots situated between the street and
buildings.
The majority of building heights in the study area are 1 to 2
storeys with others ranging from 3 to the highest building at
7 storeys.
Public open space occurs primarily along sidewalks. Several
informal pedestrian connections link through properties and
blocks, by way of adjoining parking lots and unfenced lot
lines. Larger public spaces are located on the south side of the
Town Hall and to the east of the Mary Winspear Centre.
Beacon Park and Eastview Park are connected by the public
waterfront walkway and provide opportunities for public
gatherings and leisure activities at the waterfront. Two beach
accesses connect from the waterfront walkway to the beach,
while Bevan Pier and Beacon Wharf provide public access
above the water.
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Third St. & Beacon Ave., looking north
photo by Town Staff

Bird’s-eye view of downtown Sidney, with the study area bound in yellow
photo by ‘ttcopely’ (Flickr)

5.2 Built Form Goals
5.2.1

Create a vibrant and active downtown which enhances a strong sense of community;

5.2.2

Create attractive, welcoming public places;

5.2.3

Create secure spaces where people feel safe and comfortable;

5.2.4

Encourage quality design of municipal infrastructure; and

5.2.5

Encourage quality architecture and building materials that convey a sense of permanence and enduring character, authenticity,
and diversity of design.

Public Realm Map
Legend
public plaza/
courtyard
pedestrian
pathway

open green
space

Illustrated public realm concept

trees &
landscaping
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5.3 Policies for Buildings
The shape, size, quality and detailing of buildings make a significant
impact on the style and character of an area. The policies contained
in this section provide guidance for new development to ensure
that it makes a positive contribution to the downtown and enhances
the existing built form of Sidney.

Building Heights & Stepbacks along Beacon Avenue,
as per policy 5.3.1

Those policies are as follows:

Building Heights
5.3.1

Ensure buildings are a maximum height of 2-3 storeys as
they front onto Beacon Avenue. On the north side of Beacon,
they may step up to 4 storeys away from the street and up
to 6 storeys in the centre of blocks. On the south side of
Beacon, buildings may step up to 4 storeys towards the
centre of the block. Buildings on the south side of Beacon
should step back more significantly from lower levels and
be appropriately massed to allow sunlight penetration
down to street level.

5.3.2

Reduce building heights to a maximum of 3 storeys in
the blocks between Second and First Streets as they
approach the waterfront.

5.3.3

Ensure buildings fronting James White Boulevard
/Sidney Avenue and Bevan Avenue, west of Fifth Street
are a maximum of 4 stories, with the fourth storey
stepped back from the third. East of Fifth Street, along
Bevan Avenue, a maximum of 3 stories is permitted.

5.3.4

Ensure buildings on side streets (ie. Fifth, Fourth, Third
Streets) have a maximum height of 3 storeys at the
street, with the possibility to step up to 4 storeys towards
the centre of the block.

5.3.5

Step back building heights in the block between First
Street and the waterfront, allowing 4 storeys but
stepped-back after the third storey as they approach
both the the street and waterfront walkway.

Building Height Map

2 storeys
3 storeys
3-4 storeys
4-6 storeys
6-7 storeys

N
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Proposed building height concept plan

5.3 Policies for Buildings
Building Facades
5.3.6

Define street edges by continuously aligning building facades.

5.3.7

Orient buildings to take advantage of views from within, outside, and past
the building.

5.3.8

Accommodate entrances to mid-block pedestrian connections and openings
to plazas, courtyards, and green spaces with breaks in building massing or by
incorporating arches and walkways into building design.

Encourage definition of street edge through minimal setbacks at ground
floor level while, where feasible, incorporating space for courtyards and patio
seating.

5.3.10 Clearly define the space created by building setbacks in order to ensure it
contributes to the public realm and an active streetfront.
5.3.11 Set back the corner of buildings located at intersections to increase public
space and improve sight lines.

Building Entries
5.3.12 Create active frontages and public spaces in front of buildings
and onto public walkways with the inclusion of frequent doors
and windows.
5.3.13 Identify commercial and business storefronts with
architecturally appropriate detailing and elements, window
exposure and clearly marked entrances.

Streetscape in Hamburg, Germany
phot by Eric Firley (Flickr)

5.3.9

Building facade in Portland, OR
photo by jowrites365 (Flickr)

Building Setbacks

5.3.14 Ensure residential entrances are visible from the street for
safety and are easily identifiable through the appropriate use
of architectural elements and materials.
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5.3 Policies for Buildings
Building Architecture
5.3.15 Encourage the use of distinctive architectural elements in corner
buildings which address intersections or public plazas and
squares and shape them to enhance public space and improve
sight lines.
5.3.16 Ensure building designs are sensitive to architectural styles and
detailing of surrounding buildings.
Row housing in Victoria, B.C.
photo by ‘pnwra’ (Flickr)

5.3.17 Preserve and reflect, where appropriate, the style and individual
nature of existing small, unique commercial storefronts.
5.3.18 Encourage overhangs and awnings, as appropriate, which add to
the character of buildings and provide pedestrians with shelter
from the elements.

Materials, Colours, and Finishes
5.3.19 Ensure building colours, materials and finishes are consistent with
architectural style and landscaping themes while retaining
individuality and sense of uniqueness.

Historical Elements
5.3.20 Ensure new development is sensitive to the smaller scale of existing
buildings and reflects the history of the area in terms of design,
scale and individuality.
5.3.21 Convey elements of the area’s history through interpretive signage
which may take the form of plaques, kiosks or public art, and may
be stand-alone items or incorporated into other structures.
Colours and architecture in Montevideo, Uruguay
photo by ‘MiriaMMNpNaM’ (Flickr)
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5.3 Policies for Buildings
LEED-Platinum development at Dockside Green, in Victoria, B.C.
Photo by ‘Elryerson85’ (Flickr)

Privacy and Security
5.3.22 Design spaces to show a clear
distinction between public and
private space.
5.3.23 Achieve privacy for building
occupants through unit layout,
window placement and
alignment, and through proximity
and orientation to other
buildings.
5.3.24 Ensure private open spaces are
comfortable, convenient, and safe
for all users.

5.3.25 Encourage environmentally
conscious choices and
appropriate use of resources
in building design,
construction, operation and
maintenance, including
landscaping.
5.3.26 Promote building design,
orientation and mechanical
systems that reduce energy
consumption and use
alternate energy sources.
Local wildlife in Sidney
photo by Mel Falk

Solar Panels
photo by ‘evillagesolar’ (Flickr)

Renewable Energy
and Resources
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5.4 Policies for Public Space
Policies for the ongoing development of high quality public space are:
Sidewalks, public squares and plazas, courtyards, play areas, and
through-block pedestrian connections are all forms of public space. Public Space
Spaces between buildings are for people, and should be designed for all of
5.4.1 Design public plazas and squares with a sense of enclosure and
the different demands placed on these spaces. Various types and sizes of
intimacy while ensuring pedestrian access is welcoming and open.
public space contribute to the experience of being downtown and
exploring the area. Public spaces contribute to a healthy lifestyle and
5.4.2 Include landscaping and water features in public places, where
authentic sense of community by providing a range of opportunities for
appropriate.
social interaction, active play and relaxation.
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Sidewalk along Beacon Avenue in Sidney
photo by Town Staff

5.4.3

Design public spaces for all-weather use, taking into consideration
protection from the elements.

5.4.4

Incorporate various forms of art, where appropriate, into all new
developments.

5.4.5

Connect public open spaces by way of pedestrian linkages, and
ensure connections and passages through blocks are unique and
interesting, incorporating landscaping, trees and water features
where possible.

5.4.6

Ensure sidewalks are wide enough to maximize space for
pedestrian activities and movement while still accommodating
landscaping and activities.

5.4.7

Provide active play areas for children.

5.4.8

Consider vehicle parking, service access for deliveries and garbage
removal, private outdoor space for residents and business owners,
as well as public green space in the design of open internal block
spaces.

5.4.9

Encourage the use of varied surface materials in public and private
plazas, walkways, courtyards and vehicle parking areas (e.g.
interlocking paving stones, stamped and coloured concrete).

5.4 Policies for Public Space
Street Furniture
5.4.10 Plan street furniture to be distinctive, artistic and functional, while ensuring appropriate
arrangement and placement.
Artistic bicycle rack in Winnipeg
photo by Town Staff

5.4.11 Provide identifiable structures for posting public notices and advertisements, incorporating
wayfinding methods where possible.
5.4.12 Situate water features together with landscaping and seating in public places and incorporate
into private developments to provide natural gathering places.
5.4.13 Minimize the visual impact of traffic controllor boxes, hydro kiosks, hydro poles, etc. through
screening, building design and finishing.
5.4.14 Design and treat infrastructure to minimize its potential as a target for graffiti.
5.4.15 Place public waste and recycling receptacles in convenient locations, especially in areas
with high volumes of pedestrians, and ensure a uniform design to aid in recognition and
complement other street furniture.
5.4.16 Provide bicycle parking frequently in convenient, safe locations, and ensure its design
identifies its purpose while still complementing the design of surrounding public open
space and buildings (see also Section 4.5)

Seating
Comfortable seating is a key factor in the success of public spaces. Outdoor eating and seating
areas provide gathering places and social opportunities, and should be incorporated into public
places. Seating can be built into ledges, corners and walls, and can also be moveable.
5.4.17 Provide different types, heights and levels of seating in public spaces to meet the needs
of different users, exploring opportunities to make seating unique and artistic as well
as functional (see also Policies 5.4.20-22).
5.4.18 When benches are provided for seating in public places, a standard style of bench
should be used to strengthen the area’s identity.

Public seating in Santa Cruz, Ca
photo by ‘Zadi’ (Flickr)
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5.4 Policies for Public Space
Lighting
5.4.19 Provide lighting for safety and interest, selecting light fixtures for
consistency and style.

Public Art
5.4.20 Encourage public art as a key element in creating a rich and varied
pedestrian environment.
5.4.21 Encourage collaboration among artists, architects, landscape
architects, engineers and property owners to integrate public art into
new development.
5.4.22 Review and update the Town of Sidney’s existing Public Art Policy.

Artistic seating in Hobarts, Australia
photo by Town Staff

Landscaping and Trees
5.4.23 Ensure hard and soft landscape treatments are used in public spaces.

artistic bollard lighting in Canberra, Australia
photo from anbg.gov.au

5.4.24 Ensure perennial landscaping provides year-round interest and that annuals are used in feature
areas for seasonal, changing landscape displays.
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5.4.25 Encourage the use of native species to promote a sense of place and identify with the
surrounding environment.
5.4.26 Encourage landscaping with drought-tolerant species to reduce water consumption.
5.4.27 Encourage the installation and use of automatic irrigation systems.
5.4.28 Select tree species appropriate to their setting.
5.4.29 Choose a variety of trees to provide shade and colour at varying times of the year.
5.4.30 Incorporate trees into public open space and use to soften building architecture.

5.4 Policies for Public Space
Gateways

San Diego’s gateway to the Gaslamp District
photo from westcoastroads.com

5.4.31 Identify gateways to the downtown and waterfront with
distinctive signage, structures, or landscaping.

Safety in the Downtown
5.4.32 Orient building entrances and windows to the street or the
approach to the entrance, to improve visibility and allow for
natural surveillance of outdoor areas (“eyes on the street”).
5.4.33 Design public spaces to allow for easy visibility into, around
and through the space.

Signage
5.4.34 Ensure private signage is in scale
with buildings and surroundings,
adds distinct character and avoids
cluttering and excessive advertising.
5.4.35 Examine the potential for
incorporating wayfinding signage
to assist people in finding their way
from place to place (See also
Policies 4.7.1-2).
5.4.36 Review and update the Sign Bylaw
to reflect the community vision of a
pedestrian-oriented downtown.
Stamped concrete signage in Vancouver, B.C.
photo by Eridony (Flickr)
Signage in Carmel, CA
photo by Larry Cross
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6.0 Opportunity Sites

3

4
5

2
1
This section identifies sites within the study area that have been selected through the charrette process for their
unique features, and where future redevelopment presents a positive opportunity for significant change. These
sites, if developed, could be considered as catalysts for further redevelopment. The five opportunity sites are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Memorial Park Society Land (South of MWC)
Fifth / Seventh Street Block South
Third / Fourth Street Block North
Seaport Place Lands – East and West sides
Beacon Wharf / Waterfront Plaza
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6.1 Memorial Park Society Lands
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Located directly south of the Mary Winspear Centre and abutting Highway 17 to the west is a vacant 1.5 hectare
(3.7 acre) site owned in trust by the Memorial Park Society. The site, which is currently occupied by a large surface
parking lot is easily accessed from both Beacon and Bevan Avenues. Given its strategic location at the entrance
to the downtown, it represents a unique opportunity for infill development.

6.1.1 Preferred Land Uses:
•
•
•
•
•

Mixed-use (commercial / residential)
Retail
Institutional / Cultural
Attainable housing
Public open space

Mary
Winspear
Centre

6.1.2 Movement & Parking Policies:
i.
ii.
iii.
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Encourage vehicular access to the site off of Bevan Avenue or possibly Seventh Street if extended
(refer to Policy 4.4.2).
Foster a stronger connection between the site, downtown and Orchard Neighbourhood to the
south.
Develop an above and/or below ground parking structure that could serve as a centrally located
shared parking facility.

The current site, looking southeast from the roof of the Mary Winspear Centre
photo by Town Staff

Skateboard
Park

Conceptual site development
see Section 3.2 for legend & broader scope

6.1.3 Built Form Policies:
i.
Encourage building heights ranging between 3 and 4 storeys, scaling down
to 2 storeys fronting Bevan Avenue and Orchard Neighbourhood.
ii.
Ensure the creation of an active and pleasant pedestrian environment
throughout the site and along street frontages.
iii.
Promote commercial or institutional uses on the ground floor of buildings
with residential uses located on the upper storeys.
iv.
Integrate signage in a manner that respects the architectural integrity of the
surrounding built form and site context.
v.
Design and orient buildings to actively address the street.
vi.
Incorporate a suitable landscape buffer between Highway 17 and new
development.

6.2 Fifth / Seventh Street Block South
Located between Beacon Avenue, Bevan Avenue, Fifth Street and Seventh Street. This site is
approximately 3.4 hectares (8.4 acres) in area with a significant portion of it occupied by
surface parking. A large surface parking lot fronts directly on Beacon Avenue with the
Safeway and Beacon Plaza significantly recessed. A second surface parking lot dominates the
intersection of Fifth Street and Bevan Avenue. This results in buildings turning their backs to
the streets, forming blank and uninviting façades.
The site represents a potential long term future opportunity to transform the block from one
dominated largely by surface parking to a vibrant, mixed-use center.

6.2.2 Movement & Parking Policies:
i.
ii.
iii.

6.2.1 Preferred Land Uses:
• Retail
• Mixed-use (Commercial /
Residential)
• Lane housing
• Attainable housing

Encourage vehicular access to the site from Bevan Avenue.
Develop pedestrian connections and access through the site.
Develop an above or below ground parking structure that could serve as a centrally
located shared parking facility.
6.2.3 Built Form Policies:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

The current site, looking southeast from Beacon Avenue
photo by Town Staff

Conceptual site development
see Section 3.2 for legend & broader scope

Encourage building heights of 4 storeys, scaling down to 2 and 3 storeys fronting
Beacon Avenue, Bevan Avenue and Fifth Street.
Ensure buildings fronting the street present a strong and active face, as well as on
any interior plaza space.
Ensure building architecture, form and siting establishes this site as a prominent
gateway into the downtown both from Beacon Avenue and Resthaven Drive.
Develop the creation of an active and pleasant pedestrian environment
throughout the site and along all street frontages.
Promote commercial uses on the ground floor of buildings with residential located
on the upper storeys.
Integrate signage in a manner that respects the architectural integrity of the
surrounding built form and site context.
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6.3 Third / Fourth Street Block North
Bounded by Sidney Avenue, Beacon Avenue, Third Street and Fourth Street, the site is approximately 0.9 hectare
(2.2 acres) in area and consists of 13 separate properties. The Town currently owns two of the properties at the
northwest corner which are occupied by a large surface parking lot. Another major landowner is the Army,
Navy, Air Force Veterans Association (ANAVETS), which occupy a single storey clubhouse and ancillary surface
parking lot. The majority of buildings on this block have exceeded their projected lifespan and may be
considered appropriate for redevelopment. The abutting block to the north of the site is occupied by the Town
Hall and other civic uses.
The Third /Fourth Street block represents a unique opportunity for the development of a new Town Square
potentially in combination with a new Town Hall. The square would front onto and be directly accessed from
Beacon Avenue, and would provide a central venue for community
gathering and festivities. The current Town Hall site, directly to the
north, could be redeveloped for higher density residential use,
possibly through a private sector partnership (3P).

6.3.2
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

•
•

Offices
Town Hall & other instutional
uses

Movement & Parking Policies:
Encourage vehicular access to the site from Third or Fourth Street.
Develop pedestrian connections and access through the site.
Develop a below ground parking structure that could serve as a centrally located shared parking
facility, while discouraging on site surface parking.
Explore the opportunity for establishing angle parking along Third and Fourth Street.

6.3.3 Built Form Policies:
Encourage building heights of 4-6 storeys, scaling down to 2 and 3 storeys fronting the street.
i.
ii.
Ensure buildings present a strong and active face on the street and the Town square.
iii.
Ensure building architecture, form and siting establishes the site as a prominent landmark.
iv.
Develop the creation of an active and pleasant pedestrian environment throughout the site and along all street frontages.
v.
Promote commercial uses on the ground floor of buildings with residential located on the upper storeys.
vi.
Consider a central water feature, various types of seating, lighting and public art as important design elements of the square.
vii.
Design the square to accommodate special events and day-to-day use, throughout the year.
viii.
Integrate signage in a manner that respects the architectural integrity of the surrounding built form and site context.
ix.
Design and site buildings to create a sense of enclosure around the Town square.
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Conceptual site development
see Section 3.2 for legend & broader scope

6.3.1 Preferred Land Uses:
• Mixed use
(Commercial/Residential)
• Retail

Also see
Section 3.6 for
a concept
sketch of a
potential Town
Square on this
site.

6.4 Seaport Place Lands
This site is located on the east and west sides of Seaport Place on the Town’s waterfront.
The eastern, Town-owned, portion is approximately 1.86 hectares (4.5 acres) in area,
overlooks the ocean and includes a series of one and two storey buildings
accommodating commercial and office uses. The buildings are sited on the waterfront
side of the property with a
large surface parking lot
between them and the
street. To the south of the
site is the Pier Hotel and
Ocean Discovery Centre
and to the north is Port
Sidney Marina.

The western portion is approximately 0.7 hectares (1.7 acres) in size and includes a
surface parking lot that fronts directly on Seaport Place and Landmark Lane and a 4
storey mixed-use rental apartment complex that is adjacent to the surface parking lot
and which fronts onto Second Street and Landmark Lane.

The current site, looking northeast from Seaport Place
photo by Town Staff

This site affords a unique
opportunity to celebrate
Sidney’s
maritime
influences and to further
Conceptual site development
enhance the waterfront as
see Section 3.2 for legend & broader scope
a key destination within
our downtown. Consequently, a new maritime village is proposed to provide a gateway
and destination for public gathering and activity. Accommodating marine-oriented
businesses, a food market, restaurants, cafes, shops and services, the village would become
a vibrant activity center catering to the needs of the public, tourists and the local and
transient boating community. Arts and culture uses such as art studios, galleries, and
entertainment spaces are also envisioned. A new marina, or expansion of the existing
marina is also contemplated. Collectively, the waterfront area will be the ocean gateway to
downtown Sidney, through its public lands, piers, walkways and parks.
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6.4 The Seaport Place Lands
6.4.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preferred Land Uses:
Food market
Restaurants, pubs and cafés
Retail
Offices
Entertainment (e.g. arcades, cinema, nightclub)
Marina and/or expanded marina
Parks and public open space
Pedestrian oriented piers
Residential (preferably attainable rental)

6.4.2 Movement & Parking Policies:
i.
Limit surface parking appropriately, while ensuring its
thoughtful integration into the site.
ii.
Develop a below ground parking structure that could
serve as a centrally located shared parking facility.
iii.
Encourage the development of Seaport Place and
Landmark Lane as pedestrian priority streets, with a
particular focus on the widening of Landmark Lane when
Concept sketch from the design charrette for the waterfront
redevelopment of the western Seaport lands occurs.
Sketch provided by HBBH
iv.
Enhance pedestrian linkages throughout and surrounding
the site, in particular connections to other key waterfront elements including the marina, Ocean Discovery Centre, Beacon Park, Beacon
Wharf and existing waterfront walkway.
6.4.3
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
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Built Form Policies:
Encourage building heights of 2 storeys on the lands east of Seaport Place, transitioning to 3 storeys on the lands abutting Second Street.
Ensure quality architecture associated with maritime and/or coastal influences, while employing contemporary design elements.
Strive for environmentally conscious building design, construction, and maintenance, including landscaping.
Develop the site in a manner that ensures physical and visual access to the water and waterfront walkway.
Ensure an appropriate amount of open green space within close proximity of the waterfront.
Consider a marina expansion, possibly incorporating a public pier to provide access onto the water, boating services and day-use moorage.
Integrate signage in a manner that respects the architectural integrity of the surrounding built form and site context.
Consider the architecture and built form as viewed from the water.

Seaport Place

6.5 Beacon Wharf & Waterfront Plaza

First Street

Beacon
Avenue

Owned by the Town of Sidney, Beacon Wharf is situated at the eastern terminus of Beacon Avenue, on the
waterfront. Approximately 1,150 square metres (12,378 sq. ft.) in size, the wharf was initially constructed in the
1890’s to accommodate waterfront industry and ferry transport. The Town leases space on the wharf to
accommodate the Sidney Fish Market, Sidney Island Ferry, a small restaurant and whale watching operation.
Vehiclular and pedestrian access to the wharf extends off of Beacon Avenue. Limited vehicle parking is
permitted on the wharf as well as service vehicles for loading and unloading.
Although some structural upgrades to the wharf have
been undertaken within the last five years, it is
anticipated that major structural improvement or
possibly replacement of the existing piles will be
required in the near future. The wharf is encompassed by
a Crown water lease that is of sufficient size to
accommodate future expansion of the wharf.

In addition to Beacon Wharf, the other component to this site is the section of Beacon Avenue
located directly between the Pier Hotel and Sidney Cannery, east of First Street. Approximately 60
metres (196 ft.) in length, this section of right-of-way represents a unique opportunity to explore
the creation of a new waterfront plaza and pedestrian gateway to the downtown waterfront.
6.5.1 Preferred Land Uses:
• Marine-oriented commercial
• Vending kiosks
• Marine-oriented activities
• Waterfront plaza (public space)
• Maritime market – fresh local seafood / produce

Conceptual site development
see Section 3.2 for legend & broader scope

6.5.2 Movement & Parking Policies:
i.
Limit vehicular traffic and parking east of First Street in order to enhance the pedestrian qualities of the waterfront plaza, while accommodating
service access and parking to the surrounding buildings and Beacon Park Pavilion .
ii.
Limit vehicular access and parking on Beacon Wharf to service vehicles and persons with mobility challenges.
iii.
Promote a more dynamic pedestrian focus leading to and on Beacon Wharf.
6.5.3 Built Form Policies:
i.
Explore opportunities for the future redevelopment and expansion of Beacon Wharf, giving consideration to physical access to the water,
appropriately scaled buildings and a public pier accommodating transient daytime moorage.
ii.
Ensure quality architecture associated with maritime and/or coastal influences and which reflects the local historical vernacular.
iii.
Consider the development of a waterfront plaza between First Street and the terminus of Beacon Avenue.
iv.
Incorporate a textured surface treatment (i.e. interlocking pavers, stamped concrete) along Beacon Avenue, east of First Street in order to clearly
define the waterfront plaza as an entrance to the waterfront.
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7.0 Implementation

The success of this plan depends on the implementation of its policies with support from the Town of Sidney Council,
development community, business community, residents and property owners. These groups are stakeholders in the
downtown and waterfront areas of Sidney, and they play an important role in ensuring the future success of these
areas.
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7.1 Implementation

construction of the Pier Hotel in Sidney
photo by ‘sodium nightlife’ (Flickr)

Policies contained within the LAP will be implemented
through private development and public revitalization
efforts. The LAP has been created with the knowledge that
development on private land will occur as property owners
make application for change. Development and
improvements on public property will occur in phases as
directed by Council. Where appropriate, the Town will
consider partnership opportunities with the private
development sector to advance the goals and objectives of
this plan.
The Town of Sidney is responsible for the administration of
this plan. The Town will review all applications for
development within the study area for consistency with the
policies contained in this document, as well as the policies
and guidelines within the Official Community Plan Bylaw as
a whole.
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Participants of the design charrette

Incentives for development in the downtown may include reduced parking
requirements and increased density. Further, the Town may review its
Development Cost Charge (DCC) Bylaw to ensure that the information and figures
in the bylaw are current and accurate based on the types of development
encouraged by this plan. A revised DCC Bylaw may also include waivers and fee
reductions for developments that include attainable housing and that reflect
environmentally sustainable principles, as per Bill 27.
The Town may consider development of increased residential density as
contemplated in Section 3 of this plan, where such proposals include provision of
public amenities.
The Town will endeavour to review this plan every five years in order to ensure that
it reflects the goals and vision of the community.

